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ABSTRACT
The Congress of Hispanic Educators submitted this

1969 proposal for quality education to the Denver Public School
Board. According to the Congress, before they could outline an
educational program which would be effective and meaningful for the
Hispano, it was imperative that a clear understanding of the basic
objectives necessary for him to compete in the dominant society be
obtained. This proposal discusses 3 of the general objectives thought
to be realistic in terms of assisting the Hispano child to compete in
his present school situation and in preparing him for future
occupational and social endeavors. These general objectives consist
of integration, which is a vital and fundamental step towards
attaining quality education; a relevant curriculum for all elementary
pupils; and the fostering of pride and identity in his own culture
and heritage. The Congress proposed the formation by the Denver
Public Schools of a task force in each area of study: (1) social
studies, (2) language arts and humanities, and (3) math and science.
Descriptions of the task forces, their objectives, and a time
schedule, and examples of specific modes of operation, are outlined.
A brief history of national and local realities of the foreign
language program is included, along with the objectives and specific
needs for such a program. (NQ)
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The' Pispano in Colorado comprises the largest ethnic minority in the state,

yet very little attontion has been given to his problems, and much more

Specifically, to his educational problems. This document addresses itself

to the particular problems.

ft is inconceivable that a nation corsi.dered one of the most progressive

an!i wealthiest in the world should have such a disproportionate number of

poor and illiterate people in its midst. Illiteracy and poverty breed

misery, poor health, discontent, hunger, immorality, and alienation.

Unfortunately a large segment of the Hisnano community in Colorado finds

itself in a state of gross poverty and low educational attainment. There

are many contributing factors, the most prominent being the lack of salable
6ki1.1 s and academic preparation needed in today's burgeoning and highly

technological society.

In order for us to outline an educational program which will be effective
and meaningful for the Hispano, it is imperative that we have a clear
understanding of the basic objectives necessary for him to compete in the

dominant. soe.ety.

Following are the general objectives which are realistic in terms of assisting

the Hispano child to compete in his present school situation, and in pre-
paring him for future occupational and social endeavors.

Sincerely yours,

Q15a4.1...

Gene P
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Quality education for all children is an undisputed goal of the publi(!

schools. However. recent findiniis indicate that for children who experience

education Within a setting of racial, ethnic or socio-econonic isolation,

quality education has become an increasingly distant reality (2, 13). The

midiunderstanding, conflict and educational harm that result from this kipd

of isolation has been well researched and documented (12,13).

Programs of compensatory education have not been able to improve and

sustain academic growth (6, 13). A recent research survey indicates that

compensatory educational programs have been of limited effectiveness becauSe

they attempt to solve the problems of academic retardation and social aliena-

tion in the segregated environment which in itself is the principal source of

those problems (13).

For the Hispano, this situation has reached tragic and intolerable

proportions. Recent evidence reveals that the median education for the

Hispano in Denver is 8.6 years as compared to 12.2 years for the Anglo

population (3). The drop-out rate for the Hispano in Denver is estimated

to be near the 60 percent mark (15). In light of the fact that nearly half

of the total Hisuano population in Denver has not yet reached the aee of

sixteen, the urgent need for quality education becomes more significant (3,

11). Indeed, the present educational approach offers the increasing Hispano

population a dismal future.

If all children are to have the experience necessary for a fruitful and

productive life, in a society of :q;:inv racial and ethnic groups, they must

have the opportunity to come in daily contact with individuals of different

racial, ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds. There is much evidence to

support this position (1, 2, 10, 13).



Therefore, the Congress of Hispanic Eitwaters feels tliat integration

is a vital and furdeeertel step toards attaining qualitv edecatton for the

Hispano child, as eell as for all children. While we are cognizant of the

complexities and prossures involved, we strongly recommend that:

1) Further action taken towards integrating the Denver Public Schools is

include the Hispano child.

2) The initial steps already taken by the Denver Public Schools must

ultimately lead to racial and ethnic balance in all schools.

1) The burden of adjusting to desegregation in the Denver public Schools

must he shared as equitable as possible by all citizens, rather

than being concentrated upon one segment of the total population.

4) Serious consideration must be given to the abolishment of those

disconcerting areas which might hamper a child's transition and

_adjustment to a new school setting. For example, the practice of

ability grouping must come under critical review. Also, school fees

and other matters requiring personal finances must be considered in

relation to the child's allitety to afford such costs.

5) Where busing is necessary, younger children should not he involved

in an excessive amount of travel.

A) Serious consideration rwst be given to a child's participation in

extracurricular activities, and to insure that all children have the

opportunity to participle without any hardship on them.

7) The schools must take the leadershio in establishing effective

communications with the home. For those parents who, for whatever

reasons, cannot or do not become involved in the school program, the

school must eake an intensive effort to become involved with the

parent. "'ha c9Icept is old, only the emphasis is new.
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8) Continuous and critieel teat]eeeee) cvaluratiene of All peegreme wad

:activities iii t. Et eondeetee to inneee that quality education is

being provided t'or all eeildren.

Inherent to the success of any program for improved education are the

crucial factors of teacher understanding, expectations and attitudes. Here,

the curriculum becomes relevant or rejected. Here:, a child becomes an

individual with individual abilities or becomes unidentifiable from the group

and is tagged with group stereotypes. In other words, more than any other

single factor in the ederational process, the teacher provides the classroom

environment for a child's education or alienation. The prosent educational

Plight of the Hispano strongly suggests that this As an area of urgent emphasis.

Unfortunately, educators have very little objective information and too

much subjective information concerning the Hispano. It is essential that

schools realize they do not get expert teachers, they develop them.

Therefore, the Congress of Hispanic Educators recommends that a manda-

tory pre-service and in-service program for all educators be instituted.

The principal objective of such a program would not be simply to describe

Hispanocelture ir general, but to provide educators with the skills and

insights for understandins and developing the Hispano child to his full

poteninl. This prograin must focus on the following areas:

1) WeSpano culture, history and contributions to oer present society.

An objective history of the Hispano le the southwest must be pre-

sented. Glorification and idealization of this tradition, or any

other tradition, must he avoided. However, many myths must be

destroyed as e condition for real understanding.



2.) The rel,tionShip of ac-,cle*c

musr ord.--?rstand ot' te

as 4.,11 t 16,1 to t.h p tuation(3).
3) Stress kheJ.AporLance 4)7: anong children.

Educators must learn t, r sp child as an )rel

th ind 5.v i c.-.ua reconit.Ion or individual

diff'er's S a principle :rx,:si.c to oeiwation, too often the

Hispano child is streotyv! poe!;sing many false and contrived

attributes (3, 9).

Th e retationwqp of a child's cielf-concept to academic achievement,

There i. wuch vidence indicati that intellectual development is

influence,: by a 1.!hildis solf-concept and attitude towards himself

as a learner. Gaucational p:,ycnoiogy has long told us that being

labeled a failure Ln.i! n a person a sense of unworthiness that

eliminates motivation. Somehow this information has not 'amen given

much i tten Li on by ..dii(a tor (4, `.) , 8, 14).

The ri,1;_it onship of teach tationz- a char: s school performa.

Studios shown that ...;c11(ren will perform and achieve according

to the tGachlr's expect. i ,!I Toachiirs expect from their

studpnts, the b-7t.7.er 'cud 9.n t.F. w 1.1 porform. Conversely, if

children are r.reated 1F unedunahle, they will perform in

that manner (7, 9).

I.-) The comnetent us P of test .. Ii must be train,4 to

interpret, im-,llyze and tIti n ,ornpeti.!nt. Fr(--

(went's- scores, Ad:it:Nene/1i: test. :;cort,..s and ,.)ther cychological

tool5 are used to reinfoic-e and ,lustiry
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7) Teacher-pprent co:.c,nunicat.L.
must re-.1Uze that imree.

involvenont begins -41th teoer involyement. It must become

teacher's respen$Ability vo bridge tht: gap that pri!ntly exists

between the school and Ule home.
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A RELEVANT CuRkicULUN

Eiuca tors' find ine5s anci research have demons. tra td the importance of

early childhood years i: cducational. deveiorent, A youngster has achieved

80 of Ms intellectual development by the third grade. Hie vanes and

attitudes are basically -establishe.1- wi.thi.n the first three to four y,..ers of

school Thus a child's lifelong behavior patterns are established ben-.re

he leaves elementary school.. The above factors emphasize the :importance and

necessity of making the curriculum relevant for all elementary pupils,

Nit to a child's environment, experiences and expectations to which he

has bean t,.xposed, learning characteristics and nec-ds of pupils vary consider-

ably from school to school. Therefore it is imperative that a/1 scitools be
encouraged to study their curriculLun to see what changes and improvements are

weeded. To insure. the accomplishment of this objective the following must

be provided:

1. Released time....Cor a representative= group of personnel. from each

School to evaluate and revise their curriculum.

2. Services a curriculum specialists to aid faculti.,-s.

3. Compilation and dinsernination of infor;ration on educs.itional studie_s

and innova tions found effect ive .

a. Interest eenters on Tuesday and Thursday

b. Teachers with strong background in a particular subject to aid

other teachers half day while they teach the other half day,

flexibility in curricula content, n;chedulins and time allotments to

Individualize instruction within each school.

5. Adequate implementation of revisions, including new subients, new

textbook series and shifts in emphasis reviring that teachers

participate in workshops and in-service meetings. tel.e.ased Rine.

9



on a regularly scheduled basis must be made to en;ible educators to

attend these. meetings.

ea lifornia Elementary School Admi!-Listrators Asnociation: "The. Crisis
in Elementary Education".
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PLAN FOR TV1E SOCIAr, moles, MATH/SCIENCE AND

LANGUAGE ARTS CURRIOLUM AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL.

Congress of Visynno

March 5, 1969
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THE TACO:.E}I

A National &ucation Association publication entitled Tto, nsisibl

Minority iE by far the most thorough treatment of the educational denrivement

of the Hispano in this country. The soncssful programs for solving the

problem strongly suggest that the schools should help the Hispano adjust by

fostering pride and identity in his own culture and origin. This entails

allowing for a preference of his history and showing him how his own people

contributed to our society.

De Hayes takes a similar attitude as a rPsult of his study into the

educational aspirations of the Hisnano. His work found that, with increasing

acculturation, came higher levels of educational aspiration.-
2

Thus cultural

identity by the Hispano and cultural awareness for his teacher and neers is

a clear way to achieve educational adjustment.

Educators have long held the assumption that cultural factors olay an

important role in education. Dewey indicated that with history is a group's

vehicle for better understanding and awareness as to their self-worth,

Furthermore, the educational process should concern itself with a starting

point which is the individual's background of experiences.
3

Accepted learning theories emphasize the importance or cultural relevance

as the prime entity in the process. Hilgard stated that learning is a culturally

relative thing and that a students subculture will effect his learning style.

Jerome Bruner suggests that the process of education concerns itself with

those factors that are important in a person's culture. He looks carefully

at. various teaching aids as the means to expand experiences, clarify and give

personal significance.'

Ausubel has concerned himself with the major cognitive learning activities

that take. place in the school enviromnent namely the efficient and meaningful

transmission of important knowledge. He indicates that learning is increased

12



when the student. is pro.:ided %.ritt: learn; ng whi 'nil: le

aceomoda f.ing and assimalating cuncepta. Mese learr:ing cues are

inherent in the image of onew shorth..Thilencss.
6 Therefore, if a so-called

",culturally deprived" group is truly derriw::d it is because he is deprived

of his own culture.

Presently when United States history is written and taught, it exclude;

the Hispano student. The Hisrano her been stripped of his heritage and his

cultural traditions to a point where Vie no longer has a cultural base. Ve

are, under present. conditions, perpetuating a grave injustice to the stucF:nt

who !;trarldles two cultures and in many ways finds identity in neither.

The. question is: What are we as educators going to do about this

problem? Arc we to sit. back and ].et the public schools play that traditionally

passive role and continue to place the burden of achievenent solely on the

shoulder of the His fano student? Are we as professionals trilling to adjust

our priorities and consider ourselves accountable for the inequalities that

have prevailed for so long? We the Congress of Fisrano Educators will not

allow the existing situation to continue.

13
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Because of the grave problem now exist ..:g edeeation of Hispano

youth, the ConE,reer of Hispanic- E.-hlea.tom; that the ti on by The

Deneer Pub.! is School s o' a task force in each of the three major areas of study,

1) Social studies, 7) Language arts and Humanitier, and -3) Math and Scienee,

will be a step in the right direction towards finding solutions to the problem.

The description of the task forces, tSeir objectives, a time sehedule

and examples of speci fir modes of operation are outlined below.

T. Description of Task Forces

The. three task forces assigneci by the Denver Public Schools krill investigatn

and develop procedures which assist ;gild encourage Hispano students to stay in

school; thus enabling them to achieve a level. of performance which will place

them in a competitive position with other young adults of the same age.

A) One task force will be assigned to the Social Studies disciplines with

the prime objective of reviewing and researching rresent course content and

teaching methods involved in teaching our Hispano student.. An integrated

approach to the social studies wodid be most. advantageous for the purpose of

developing a positive attitude.

This task Come will be charged with the responsibility of producing a

viable curriculum supplement and/or revising the present curriculum so that

it. will include a substantial. amount of information on the Hispano culture.

The social studies program should contain the following:

1. A historical frame of reference (for both teacher and student)

that includes the Hispano

2. Inclusion of a commerative historical approach that does justice

to the Hispano people - This will allow Hispano youngsters the

opportunity to identify with the ;Teat men and women of his

cultural background

14



.. 1.nelusion or a t.-tt,le ersnomic,

histor.; of aii t. the Mispano

commtr.ity.

8) A second task force will h ans_i,peri for the Lanila.-e Arts curriculum.

The priority here is the development C7 art..: materials that. will ,::-/.1.ntse

the communication :;kills of Hisnane integrstion of a variety

of media will be investigated and developed for use on a r..ulti-sensory basis.

T.t is hoped that the Humanities will become an integral part of this endeavor.

C) A third task force will invo!,:e itself in the Math-Science curriculum

with intent to explore those areas of the disciplines that lend themselves to

the learning styles oz' the Hi. -pane student. Recent research has revealed a

number of pedagogical strategies that have _proven successful in teaching

mathematical and scientific concepts to the less advantaged student.

The above statements are but suggestions for -tale assigned groups. Kle

do not want to restrict the task forces. We merely wish to suggest a direction

they May take or considerIthus leav'.u; it up to them to decide what the

priorities will be and allowing then the opportunity to design their own

research projects.

Similarly it is imperative to provide the student with the opportunity

to develop to his utmost ability; that is to assist his in the development

of a mental process which will allow him to become an autonomous learner.

The student can thus develop a concept of self-worth to where he may involve

himself in an "independent study" project, based on his personal interest,

on his selected time, and within his metnoi of operation.

II. Composition of the raf.:.,c Fcec,,,

Many of the past Frogs ms tnvolring the education of the Hispano stud,ot

have not succeeded because. there has been little or no minority representation



in the developmental stage. Because of this,. w,-; deem it necessary to ittyle-

ment the following recommendations:

A) Each task force be composed of five members with the chairman

appointed iron: within

6) The Congress of Hispanic Edue:i tors recommend thg> qua I i fled Rispano

and non-Hi ?ano personnel to work in ea.oh of the t'nree tlsk forces

of the stated disciplines

111. General Objectives

I. To give proper emphasis to Hispano culture in the specified curri-

culums - With an in-depth study of Hi!;pann culture, if. would be a. :natter of

time before this emphasis will influence the total program or studies. The

above stated curriculums will begin to draw upon the resources of other

supportive discipli nes.

Z. To research and/or develop instructional materials emphasizing an

appreci.aLi.on at' Hispano culture for a1.1 students

3. To develop guidelines for the necessary in-service seminars for the

teachers who will teach the courses and use the newly developed instructional

materials.

)4. To establish criteria for the evaluation of the present curriculum

being taught in those schools with a significant percentage of Hispano students.

This Criteria should also consider the effectiveness of_ the newly developed

instructional materials.

IV. Pros_pective 'Time Schedule

The three task forces involved will initiate investisation and development

of the ways and means to fulfill the stated objectives in the summer of 1%9.

A pilot project to test the products of the summer's work in A classroom situa-

tion %AIL take plaeo! Semester t of the 1969-70 schccl year,



-O-

'V. Examples of Specific Modes of 0 )era`.-ion

Socia I. Studies

A social studi ::-. curriculun rhould provide for a scope and sequence

allowing a spiral approach to the curriculum construction with important

environmental strands weaving a structure. Priorities in such an endeavor,

with respect to the Mispano, are relevancy ard :motivation.

A curriculun structure could be developed as follows:

Course One - Level - 8th grade

A "narrative approach to develop an historical. franc of reference

that includes the Misrano.

Ceurse Two - Level - 10th grade

Development of a camera Live history that lends itself to bio-

graphical inquiry and independent study.

Course Three - Level - 12th grade

Construction and imple.nentation of a political, economic and

sociologically based course which lends itself to independent study

and group discussion - Independent study, especially in the library

or the learning or instructional materials center, will help

students find solutions to problems and form opinions that are

based on fact, not hearsay, stereotype or one point of view. Group

discussions should help students level op a tolerance for other

people's opinions. This will help to develop the concept of

multiple solutions to a given problem. Hopefully, the strategies

employed will promote the development of an autonomous learner as

well as one with a broader perspective on life.

17



LOnpua82 Art

to the secondary level it is importam to contirae to identify the

differences in the lantuage development of thn Hinpano and non-Hispano

student and to determine the effect of these differences as they relate to

success or failure in the Language Arts program which is so important to

its communication skills .... (English, Drama, 1ournalism, Reading,

Speech, etc.) .... The related areas of the Humanities (music, literature, art,

etc.) offer much in the way of esthetic value that should be incorporated

whenever possible into ths, Language Arts program.

The task force should concern itself with the strengths and weaknesses

of present programs of study, revise, or supplement the courses of study in

order to include proper anphasis on the Hispanic contributions.

EXample: U.S. or World Literature - Junior and Senior High. When ex-

plorins Mythology, Folklore, Legend, Biotrachy, Autobiography, poetry,

Drama, Short Stories, Novels, etc in a regular course of stilt:, give

proper and regional mmphnsis.to Hispanic contributors. Many Hispano

poets, dramatists, legendary figures, etc. will be a source of inspiration

and encouragement to the Hispano student and will add depth and dimension

to the knowledge of all students.

Math/Scienve

The following are examples of specific suggestions that night he giv'2n

to the task force in the mathematics and science areas.

1. To evaluate. present mathematics and science teaching practices in

predominantly Hispano schools.

2. lo research the psychological and social asnects of mathematics,

science, and the Hispano.

3. To explore promising programs now being denloped in other parts of

the nation.

18
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Tb explore mut ti-media approaches to teaching mathematics and scienco.

5. To find techniques for the individualizat.lr,n of mltheKatics and

science curricul;'m.

6. To evaluate the funding of the mathematics and science departments

i.n predominantly. Nispano Sch col s

7. In s en er a 1 , to iJnprove s::lence and mathematics instroction for all

dren.

8. To investigate the tcaciling strategies in referenne to practical

ppl_i cations.

19
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Ti , our generai proposA, we have stated uucioe 0O,ive::i that we cltd

lUie to correlate Knglish and Spanish in at) areas of the curriculum where it

is feasible, under relevant curriculum, we have added thIlt we would like

to provide for those children with interests and ability is tr :panich

language opportunities to develop this talent to its fullest.

We would therefore like to take this opportunity to inform you of tne :pren

status of our Foreign Language program as it relates, to the elementary school

and the steps which we feel will enhance the quality of education for every

pupil in grades 5-12.

In this report, we shall attempt to give you a brief history of national and

local realities, our reasons for the importance of upgrading this discipline,

And our objectives and speciLic needs.

22



History

Nationl

Twenty yeors ago, the teaching of a foreign language was at low ebb, partly due

to the fact that such &course was generally considered an elective. Foreign

language i.a the elementary schools was unheard of except for the "prestige"

schools.

During World War IT, the armed forces had teachers who taught lnnguages and

emohasized the oral approach.

During the early 50's, the U. S. Commissioner of Education strongly recommended

the teaching of foreign languages as a basic element of general education. The

National Defense Education Act was initiated and foreign languages in the ele-

mentary schools became a reality.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 gave foreign language study

a booct, and as a result less commonly taught languages are now being stressed,

and subject matter in a foreign language is being considered.

More than 500 summer and year long institutes have been conducted since 1959.

27,000 teachers have been exposed to language courses. 300 or more research

projects to improve language instruction have materialized.
1

Local

Denver was chosen as one of those 300 or more research projects. Answering

the call of national concern in learning other languages and cultures, and

financially supported by the Federal government, our system produced a

quality television series in Spanish which was used as the medium of instruc-

tion in every fifth and sixth grade class. All children were exposed to the

Spanish language. In many case5 teachers and pupils were learning the language

simultaneously. In spite of the Iack of qualified teachers, pupils learned the

basics of the language. In addition, many teachers took on the challenge of

learning a new language and began to take language courses on their own.



At the present time, the majority of the 86 ele*entary schools teaching

Spanish FLES are using the materials developed during the 1960-1964 Denver-

Stanford Project. This program closely follows the television series whico

was developed as cart of the total program.

During the school year 1968-69, twenty-three elementary schools have used

McGraw Hill Spanish materials along with related materials developed by the

Denver Public r.chools to reinforce cultural and historical aspects of the

Spanish language. Television is not used with this program. However, tele-

vision could be utilized as a supplement. Reports from teachers using the

current materials are very favorable. All elementary - :chools will have the

opportunity to use the new materials during the school year 1969-70. Hope-

fully, a sufficient number. of in-service programs will be made available to

develop a solid core of well-trained Spanish teachers from each school.

Why Foreign Languages in the Elementary Schools?

Many authorities have recognized the evidence concerning the Process of

language learning, introducing study of a second language to children at an

age when they are naturally curious about language, when they have fewest

inhibitions, and when they imitate most easily new sounds and sound patterns.

They have also recognized the fact that real proficiency in the use of a
.foreign language requires progressive learning over an extended period.2

Most present-day psychologists seem to agree that the optimum age for begin-

ning the continuous learning of a second language seems to fall with the span

of ages four through eight, with superior performance to be anticipated at

ages eight, nine, ten. In this early period, the brain seems to have the

greatest plasticity and specialized capacity for acquiring speech. 3

Y in this region?

In this geographic region, foreign language, and in particular, Spanish in

the elementary schools, takes on added significance when we consider that:
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. . we are situated, in thc Slavish Southwest. "here tf-2 nearly four million

persons with Spanish-Mexican antecedents n nve southwestern states:

Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and " ":as. vast of them speak

Spanish, and considering the circumstances, remarkably good :panish.4

. . . our region is rich in Spanish historical heritage as a direct result

of the fact that Spanish-speaking people have been nettled in the Southwest

for more than 350 years.'

. . . often, without consciously kl';owing it, we are &urrousvkd by and have

contacts with many contributions of the Spanish earl tore as evtidenced by the

name of our state, the 150 cities in Colorado with names which are either

Spani:ih or Indian in origin, the 50 or more metropolitan streets in Denver

with Spanish names, the 60 or more restaurants which speciali7e in Spanish

or Mexican food. Other significant contributions can be found within the areas

of Tlsic, art, architecture, agriculture, end language.

. . . according to the official 1960 U. S. Census, there were 157,173 Spanish-

Surnamed persons in Colorado or a total of 8.96 percent of the total Colorado

population. The Spanish-surnamed population in Colorado increased 3:?.4 per-

cent between 1950 and 1960. In 1950, there were 24,950 Spanish-surnamed in

Denver. ln 1960, there were 43,147 Spanish- surnamed. By 1975, projected

figures estimate that in Denver, the Spanish-surnamed ropulation will double

itself to 41 percent of the total population.0

. . . in Denver Looks at Our Schooki 1968, conducted by Research Services,

Inc., Denver, Colorado, opinions on the importance of elementary school sub-

jects were made and the following results were given:

. . . to 1965, 74 of 100 people felt that foreign language was a very important
or important Subject.

. . in 1968, 75 of 100 people felt that foreign language was a very Important
or important subject.

In addition, parents ranked foreign languages above music and art and more thar

half of Denver's Hispano residents considered foreign language training a very

important elementary school curriculum element.?
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Pehnps this iS on i.ndic'ati n that. thir. partiiiu:ar pf the !ommun ty

has a deep feeling toward retaining this most important port of their culture.

Object ive,i

The study of Spanish ht.ginning early in a child's school life, at least- by
Grade 5, e8n lead directly toward the attainment of the foLlowing objectives':
I. BETTER COUit-it!N !GAT ION

A. By dc-veloping proficiency to speak and understand a language other
than Eng I ish.

B. By developing proficiency to read and write correctly in the second
I a uguage

II. CULTURAL 'E? ICHMENT

A. by helping children to learn the ways of another culture in order
to help them to understand and to accept people with a cultural
background different from their own.

B. By st imulating children's interest in the humanities through the
literature of other nations.

III. SELF REALIZATION

A. By extending the reach of the children's understandings and insights.

B. By developing with the Hispano child a healthy self-imAge through
the study of the language, the history, and the culture of his fore-
bearers.

Needs

1. Strengthen the study of Spanish in alg. schools beginning at least by Grade
2. Provide for native or near-native Spanish trained teachers to be placed in

all schools, using itinerant Spanish trained teachers in smaller schools.

3. provide for adequate clasnroom materials in all Spanish classes.

t. Adopt the McGraw Hill Elementary Spanish Series in order to correlate wi th
the same materials now in use in the junior and senior high Spanish program.

5. provide for at least four co-ordinators or supervising teachers in the
area of Spanish who will need to be allowed planning time both before theinception of the program and during its first years so that visitations,
workshops, and articulation meetings form an integral part of his work.
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It is now evident that better articulation is needed to develop a solid grad/.

Five to grade twelve program in Spanish. Arter a 8,reat deal- of dole: :icrutir:y

by foreign language committees and foreign language teachers on each level,

the McGraw Hill Spanish materials have been selected for use: thus providing

for a step by step 5-12 program. This is only the beginning. Our suggested

needs serve as a guideline toward a successful. paogram..

Conclusion

Today mankind is confronted as never before with the necessity for adequate

communication among all peoples. Language barriers must be lowered in order

that feelings of mutual respect among all citizens of this ever-shrinking

globe may be established. Nor is the global concept too large a one with

which to cope in the educational program of our time. Children and youth

must be provided continuous and expanding opportunities to extend the brevdth

of their cultural understandings and to develop co- operative attitudes.
8

It is hoped, in the words of Congress, that we will "correct as rapidly as

possible the existing imbalances .which have led to an insufficient pro-

portion of our population educated in modern foreign languages".9
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